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1) Introductory Statement   

 

Fiscal year 2006 was a year of continued growth for the National Railroad Retirement 

Investment Trust (“Trust”), as the Trust moved to further diversify its portfolio 

consistent with its Investment Plan (the “Plan”).  During the fiscal year, the Trust 

increased the number of its investment managers, took additional steps away from a 

fully indexed investment portfolio and approved two new asset classes for investment.  

It was also a year of transition, as the Board of Trustees (“Board”) completed a national 

search to identify a new Chief Investment Officer (“CIO”) to fill the vacancy created by 

the planned retirement of its first CIO. 

 The net asset value of Trust-managed assets increased from $27.7 billion on 

October 1, 2005 to $29.4 billion on September 30, 2006.  This amount is net of       

$947 million that the Trust transferred back to the US Treasury for railroad retirement 

(tier 2) benefit payments during the fiscal year.  The Trust achieved a 9.8% net rate of 

return on the investment of its assets for the fiscal year, close to the composite 

benchmark for Trust-managed assets which returned 10.0% for the year. 

 At the beginning of this fiscal year, total railroad retirement assets (Trust-

managed assets and reserves maintained in the two railroad retirement system 

accounts at the Treasury) equaled $29.0 billion.  As of September 30, 2006, total 

railroad retirement system assets equaled $30.6 billion. 

 During the fiscal year, the Trust focused on implementation of its Plan to further 

deploy the Trust's assets beyond indexation in a manner consistent with its Investment 

Guidelines.  Steps taken during the fiscal year included retention of additional large-cap 

managers, as well as the first mid-cap and micro-cap managers to invest a portion of 

the US equity portfolio.  The Trust made a number of additional commitments to private 

equity partnerships during the fiscal year.  The Trust’s Board also approved changes to 

its Investment Guidelines to add two new asset classes, real estate and commodities, 

and made its initial investments in these asset classes.  Finally, the Trust commenced a 

detailed study of the Trust’s investment design.  This work will continue in fiscal year 
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2007.  

The Board of Trustees met thirteen times during the course of the year to 

consider the various investment and management matters (including its work on the 

new CIO search) that are discussed in this fifth Annual Management Report.  In 

addition, the Board’s Audit and Administrative Committees met periodically to consider 

matters within their areas of responsibility.  This report and its various appendices 

provide information on the operations and financial status of the Trust for the fiscal 

year, including the report of the audit of the financial statements as required by the 

Trust’s enabling statute. 
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2) Operations of the Trust: Administrative Matters 

 

a) Trustee Update  

In February 2006, the Trust announced the appointment of two Trustees and a new 

Chair for the period beginning February 1, 2006.  Railroad management appointed 

Linda Hurt, Assistant Vice President-Finance and Treasurer, Burlington Northern Santa 

Fe Corporation and BNSF Railway Company, to a three-year term that expires on 

January 31, 2009.  Railway labor unions appointed Geroge J. Francisco, Jr., President, 

National Conference of Firemen & Oilers, SEIU, to a new three-year term that expires 

on January 31, 2009.  In addition, the Trustees selected Mr. Francisco, as the Chair of 

the Board of Trustees for the period February 1, 2006-January 31, 2007.   

 Ms. Hurt and Mr. Francisco joined the following five members of the Board:  For 

terms expiring on January 31, 2007:  Walter A. Barrows, International Secretary-

Treasurer, Brotherhood of Railway Signalmen, and Bernie Gutschewsi, Vice President, 

Taxes, Union Pacific Corporation.  For terms expiring on January 31, 2008:  James A. 

Hixon, Executive Vice President Law and Corporate Relations, Norfolk Southern 

Corporation; Joel Parker, Special Assistant to the President and International Vice 

President, Transportation Communications International Union (TCU/IAM); and John W. 

MacMurray, the Independent Trustee. 

b) Coordination with Federal Government Agencies 

Throughout the fiscal year, the Trust maintained regular communications with the 

Railroad Retirement Board (“RRB”) and the Treasury on all matters relating to the 

transfer of monies between the various RRB accounts at the Treasury and the Trust.  In 

addition, the Trust transmitted all monthly data required pursuant to the Memorandum 

of Understanding (“MOU”) entered into during 2002 with these entities and the Office of 

Management and Budget (“OMB”).  The MOU outlines the budgetary, transfer, 

accounting, and financial reporting responsibilities for assets held by the Trust and 

railroad retirement system assets held within the Treasury.  The MOU requires the Trust 

to report on a monthly basis: receipt and disbursement of funds, purchases and sales of 
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assets, earnings and losses on investments, value of investments held, and 

administrative expenses incurred.  In December 2005, the Treasury hosted a meeting 

with Trust staff and representatives of the Northern Trust, the Trust’s primary 

custodian, to review certain aspects of the MOU requirements to see if the data 

formatting and transmittal process included in the MOU could be streamlined and 

simplified. As a result of consideration of these issues among the Trust, its custodian, 

and the various government entities during the course of the fiscal year, a number of 

revisions to the MOU were agreed to. 

 During fiscal year 2006, the Trustees, the Chief Investment Officer and Trust 

counsel held periodic meetings and telephone conferences with the Members of the 

RRB and its General Counsel to review the investment and administrative activities of 

the Trust.  The senior staff of the two organizations and Trust legal counsel met after 

each meeting of the Trust Board, and the Trustees and the Members of the RRB met 

twice during the year.     

 On May 10, 2006, Trustees Hixon and Parker testified on behalf of the Trust at 

an oversight hearing held by the Subcommittee on Railroads of the House Committee 

on Transportation and Infrastructure.  In addition, the Trust prepared brief Quarterly 

Updates that were transmitted to the Congressional committees of jurisdiction and 

posted on the RRB website to be available to all other interested parties. 

 During 2006, the Trust also consulted with the RRB on its year-end audit and 

reporting processes to facilitate the transmittal of fiscal year audited net asset data of 

the Trust to the RRB by November 15 for use in the year-end Financial Report of the 

United States.  The Trust, in coordination with the RRB, also agreed to provide an 

audited schedule of investments in securities, cash and cash equivalents to the RRB at 

the end of each calendar year for use in the preparation of its annual Statement of 

Social Insurance. 
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c) Transfers to and from the Treasury  

The Railroad Retirement and Survivors’ Improvement Act of 2001 (the "Act") provided 

for the transfer of railroad retirement system funds to the Trust for investment in a 

diversified portfolio similar to those of other large US pension plans.  From inception 

through fiscal year 2004, the Trust received $21.3 billion of railroad retirement system 

funds. The Trust received no transfers from the Treasury in fiscal years 2005 and 2006.  

The funds transferred to the Trust through fiscal year 2004 consisted primarily of assets 

transferred from the Railroad Retirement Account ("RRA"), and a smaller amount from 

the Social Security Equivalent Benefit (SSEB) Account.  The RRA assets were invested in 

a diversified portfolio in accordance with the Trust’s investment guidelines while the 

funds received from the SSEB Account were invested in federal securities as required in 

the Act.   

  The Act also provides for the transfer from the Trust to the Treasury amounts 

necessary to pay RRA benefits under the Act.  During fiscal year 2006, the Trust 

transferred a total of $947 million to the Treasury for payment of RRA benefit 

obligations.  The following chart displays the individual transfers from the Trust to the 

Treasury in fiscal year 2006. 

Transfers from the Trust to the Treasury
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*No transfers were required October 2005 or August 2006.  The transfer for April 2006 was 
made on March 31st and for July 2006 was made on June 30th.
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Summary of transfers:  From its inception in February 2002 to September 30, 2006, the 

Trust received $21.3 billion from the Treasury and transferred $3.6 billion back to the 

Treasury.  The net book value of funds received from the Treasury since inception, 

therefore, is $17.7 billion.  The following graph displays the quarterly cash transfers 

between the Trust and the Treasury since inception. 

     * For the Quarter ended March 31, 2002, the Trust received $2 million from the Treasury.  No transfers were made 
           during the quarter ended June 30, 2002, and June 30, 2003.

Quarterly Transfers between the Trust and the Treasury
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 The assets received by the Trust were invested in a diversified multi-asset class 

portfolio in accordance with the Trust’s investment policy.  This diversification of assets 

has allowed the Trust’s assets to grow beyond their original book value. As of  

September 30, 2006, the net asset value of the Trust-managed assets totaled  

$29.4 billion, representing an increase of $11.7 billion above the net book value of 

assets transferred to the Trust for investment.  The following chart reflects the growth 

of the Trust’s assets, comparing the net book value of assets received by the Trust to 
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the net asset value of those assets at the end of each quarter since September 30, 

2002. 

 Net Asset Value vs Net Book Value of Trust Assets
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d) Account Benefits Ratio 

The funds available to pay railroad retirement benefits and administrative costs include 

assets held in the RRA and the SSEB Account and assets held by the Trust for 

investment.  Section 204 of the Act requires that amounts in the RRA and assets held 

by the Trust be included in the annual calculation of the account benefits ratio (“ABR”).  

The ABR is the ratio of the fair market value of the assets in the RRA and the Trust as 

of the close of the fiscal year to the total benefits and expenses paid in that fiscal year.  

The average account benefits ratio ("AABR"), the 10-year average of the ABR, is used 

to determine the tier 2 tax rates for railroad employers and employees for calendar 

years beginning 2004.   

 As provided in the Act, the RRB computed the account benefits ratio for fiscal 
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year 2006 and certified the ratio to the Secretary of the Treasury on October 19, 2006.  

The Secretary determined the AABR for fiscal year 2006 and on November 22, 2006 

published a notice in the Federal Register of the tier 2 employer and employee tax rates 

for calendar year 2007.  Copies of the RRB certification letter and the Treasury notice 

are contained in Appendix H.  The account benefits ratio increased from 7.49 for fiscal 

year 2005 to 7.61 for fiscal year 2006.   The ten-year average account benefits ratio 

increased from 6.4 for fiscal year 2005 to 6.6 for fiscal year 2006. 

 

e) Staff Update 

In April of 2006, Neil Kotras joined the Trust as Senior Accounting Officer.  Mr. Kotras 

has primary responsibility for ensuring the Trust’s financial statements are prepared in 

accordance with generally accepted accounting principles (“GAAP”), and ensuring that 

appropriate internal controls are in place and are operating effectively.  Enos T. Throop, 

Jr., Chief Investment Officer, retired from the Trust effective September 30, 2006.  In 

anticipation of his retirement, NRRIT Trustees initiated a search process in late 2005 to 

identify a replacement.  The Trustees selected William J. Raver to be NRRIT’s new Chief 

Executive Officer and Chief Investment Officer effective July 1, 2006.  Mr. Raver comes 

to the Trust from the Verizon Investment Management Corp. (VIMCO) where he has 

served as Chief Operating Officer since 2003.  In that role he was responsible for 

development of the investment policy and directed investment activities for the retiree 

life, health, savings and affiliate plans sponsored by Verizon Communications 

Corporation.  From 1997 to 2003, he served as VIMCO’s Managing Director in charge of 

externally-managed public and private investment portfolios.  Biographical information 

on the Trust’s staff members can be found in Appendix J.  
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3) Operations of the Trust: Investment Matters 

        

As the Trust received funds from the Treasury during fiscal year 2002 and fiscal year 

2003, those funds were invested in commingled fund accounts separated by asset class 

and managed by Barclays Global Investors (“BGI”), one of the largest index fund 

managers in the US.  The Trust chose indexation as the best method to diversify its 

investment exposure quickly and cost-effectively as it received railroad retirement 

system funds. During fiscal years 2004 through 2006, the Trust began the process of 

moving its portfolio away from indexation and into active management.  (See Annual 

Management Reports for Fiscal Years 2002 through 2005.)  Section 3(a) discusses 

continued progress during fiscal year 2006 towards implementation of the Plan adopted 

by the Trustees; Section 3(b) reviews the Trust’s investment performance, by asset 

class, during the fiscal year. 

 

a) Implementation of Investment Plan 

The Plan initially adopted by the Trustees during fiscal year 2003 addressed each of the 

asset classes in the Trust’s portfolio.  Drafts of each portion of the Plan have been 

considered, refined and approved by the Trustees.  The Plan outlines the process 

through which the Trust will fully diversify its assets over a reasonable time in a prudent 

and cost-effective manner.  The Plan identifies the investment thesis, portfolio 

structure, performance benchmark, and return and risk expectations for the Trust’s 

entire portfolio, providing a similar analysis for each asset class.  It sets a target for the 

level of the Trust’s diversification within each asset class between indexed and actively-

managed assets (excepting those asset classes, where indexation is not possible), 

based on an assessment of the potential for active management to add value to 

expected market returns, net of expenses and at reasonable levels of risk.  The Plan is 

an internal working document subject to ongoing review by the Trust to ensure that its 

assumptions reflect the ever-changing investment environment. 
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 During fiscal year 2006, sections were added to the Plan addressing real estate 

and commodities, to reflect the Trust’s evolving investment policy in those areas. 

Sections of the plan are updated as appropriate, and new sections are added as needed 

to address new investment initiatives.  Also during fiscal year 2006, staff provided the 

Trustees with asset class reviews examining the outlook for investments in private 

equity and fixed income and the Trust’s implementation progress in those areas to date.    

 

i) US equity 

In US equity, the Trust’s second-largest asset class with a target allocation of 30% of 

the total portfolio, the Trust’s goal is to construct a portfolio which combines indexation 

and active management in order to achieve performance in excess of the market at 

reasonable levels of risk.   Implementation during fiscal year 2006 focused primarily on 

active mid-capitalization (“mid-cap”) and micro-capitalization (“micro-cap”) strategies.  

This section will review implementation activities during fiscal year 2006, beginning with 

the large-capitalization area and followed by smaller-capitalization strategies. 

  Large-capitalization:  During fiscal year 2006, the Trustees 

approved additional funding to an active large-cap core manager approved in fiscal year 

2004.  Four large cap growth managers approved in fiscal year 2005 were also funded 

early in fiscal year 2006, increasing the allocation to traditional active managers in the 

large-cap sector.  Large-cap securities are typically highly liquid and trade relatively 

efficiently; these managers use fundamental analysis and/or quantitative techniques in 

a risk-controlled context.  While portfolios are constructed with attention to the 

benchmark, active managers take positions different from the benchmark, seeking 

better performance.   

  Mid-capitalization:  During fiscal year 2006, the Trustees 

approved the hiring of three mid-cap managers.  The mid-cap arena includes 

companies which frequently have less research coverage from Wall Street analysts, 

which may provide managers with opportunities to outperform benchmark indices. 

  Micro-capitalization:  The Trustees approved the hiring of two 
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micro-cap managers during fiscal year 2006.  Micro-cap stocks are frequently illiquid 

(i.e., they do not trade in volumes as great as large-cap stocks) and are often neglected 

by large institutional money managers and brokerage research operations.  This can 

result in inefficiently-priced securities, which in turn may allow managers to provide 

excess performance over benchmark indices.  

 

ii) Non-US equity 

Non-US equity is targeted at 20% of the overall Trust portfolio.  The Trust’s goals for 

the non-US equity asset class are to take advantage of its excess return potential 

relative to the US markets over a long-term time horizon, to help diversify Trust 

investments, and to lower overall Trust portfolio volatility through non-correlated 

returns. During fiscal year 2006, the Trust’s non-US equity exposure was achieved 

through investment in the MSCI World ex-US index, combined with two enhanced index 

managers which had been approved during fiscal year 2005 and were funded early in 

fiscal year 2006; no other new managers were funded in this area during fiscal year 

2006. 

 

iii) Fixed income 

Fixed income is the Trust’s largest asset class targeted at 35% of the total portfolio.  

The Trust’s goal for this asset class is a portfolio that will provide liquidity, generate a 

stable income stream, help to diversify Trust investments, reduce overall Trust portfolio 

risk, and serve as a hedge against the negative consequences of potential deflation.  No 

new managers were funded in this area during fiscal year 2006.  

 

iv) Private equity 

In private equity, targeted at 5% of the total Trust portfolio, the Trust’s goal is to build 

a portfolio that will outperform public equity indices in exchange for the illiquidity of 

private investments.  The portfolio will be diversified across sectors (from venture 

capital to corporate finance/buyouts to distressed investing), by vintage year (year the 
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fund is formed), by industry and by geographic region.  Private equity differs from the 

Trust’s other major asset classes in two critical ways: First, private equity investment 

cannot be indexed, and second, it is primarily an opportunistic asset class, because 

private equity funds have limited lives and only accept investments during specified 

periods, after which they close to new investors. 

During fiscal year 2006, the Trustees approved investment in eight private equity 

limited partnerships.  These partnerships covered the spectrum from venture capital to 

corporate finance, plus special situations, and will provide the Trust with exposure to a 

range of industries and strategies. 

 

v) Real estate 

As a result of the 2004 asset allocation review, NRRIT added a 5% target allocation to 

real estate.  This allocation is intended to improve portfolio diversification while 

providing a competitive risk-adjusted return and a hedge against inflation.  The Trust’s 

real estate portfolio will focus on equity investment in real estate.  During fiscal year 

2006 Trustees approved initial mandates to three managers of REITs, publicly-traded 

real estate securities; these mandates will be funded over time to achieve an optimal 

average entry price.   

 

vi) Commodities 

As a result of the 2004 asset allocation review, NRRIT added a 5% target allocation to 

commodities.  Like the real estate allocation, the commodities allocation is intended to 

improve portfolio diversification due to the low correlation of commodity returns with 

the returns of other asset classes in the Trust portfolio; it should also provide steady 

returns which can benefit from global economic trends over the next ten to fifteen 

years, as well as an inflation hedge.  The Trust inaugurated its investment in 

commodities with an allocation to an enhanced commodity index product.  As a result 

of the very low correlations in return among individual commodities, there are 

significant opportunities for active managers to add value compared with benchmark 
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index returns in this asset class; a significant portion of the Trust’s commodities 

allocation will likely be invested with active managers over the next several years.  

 

vii) Proxy voting policy   

In April of 2003, the Trust adopted a general proxy voting policy which delegates the 

voting of Trust proxies to its investment managers as fiduciaries of the Trust.  It also 

details specific responsibilities of those managers in the voting of proxies, makes clear 

the responsibility of investment managers to coordinate proxy-voting with the Trust’s 

custodian, and allocates to the Trust itself responsibility for monitoring, reviewing and 

reporting on the implementation of the proxy voting policy.  A copy of the proxy voting 

policy is in Appendix F.   

As required by the proxy voting policy, during fiscal year 2006 those managers 

who had proxy-voting responsibilities were asked to certify that they had voted all 

proxies in accordance with the policy and solely in the interest of the participants and 

beneficiaries of the Trust.  After the end of the fiscal year, staff reviewed each 

manager’s proxy voting record with respect to Trust securities.    

 

 

b) Investment Performance  

While most railroad retirement system assets are managed by the Trust, some assets 

remain in Treasury accounts managed by the RRB.  Approximately 3.9% of the total, or 

$1.2 billion out of $30.6 billion as of September 30, 2006, is held in the form of 

reserves that are invested by the RRB in a particular type of federal government 

security called Par Value Specials.  In determining its asset allocation, the Trust takes 

into account these reserves, and sets its investment benchmarks accordingly.  The 

following discussion focuses on the investment performance of Trust-managed assets 

only, beginning with the total portfolio and then addressing major asset classes.  All 

performance is quoted net of fees. 

  Overall performance:  For fiscal year 2006, the investment return on 
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Trust-managed assets was 9.8%.  This was slightly less than the Trust’s composite 

benchmark, which returned 10.0%.  The Trust’s performance exceeded benchmark 

performance in non-US equity and fixed income.  

 US equity:    The Trust’s US equity portfolio returned 9.6% during fiscal 

year 2006, compared with a return of 10.4% on the Trust’s US equity benchmark, the 

Dow Jones Wilshire 5000.  Large-cap value managers were not able to match the 

strong performance of the large-cap value index during the year; however, some of the 

Trust’s quantitatively-oriented managers turned in strong performances.  

 Non-US equity:  The Trust’s non-US equity portfolio returned 19.2% 

during fiscal year 2006, compared with a return of 18.7% on the Trust’s non-US equity 

benchmark, the MSCI World Ex-US index.  While the majority of the non-US equity 

portfolio remained indexed, the Trust’s two enhanced managers, funded early in fiscal 

year 2006, outperformed the index.  In addition, in non-US equities, index managers 

may be able to add value over the benchmark via securities lending and other 

techniques, as did the Trust’s index manager during fiscal year 2006.   

 Private equity:  The Trust’s private equity portfolio is in the early stages 

of commitment, and reported performance is therefore not yet meaningful.  Invested 

funds totaled $200 million at September 30, 2006. 

 Fixed income:  The Trust’s fixed income portfolio returned 3.8% during 

fiscal year 2006, compared with a return of 3.7% on the Trust’s fixed income 

benchmark, the Lehman Brothers Aggregate bond index.  While all strategies of the 

fixed income portfolio exceeded their benchmarks, the strongest relative performance 

came from core and core-plus managers. 

  Allocation exposure:  During fiscal year 2006, in periods when the non-

US equity markets were performing strongly, they represented a higher percentage of 

the total portfolio’s market value than the target percentage in the Trust benchmark.  

Similarly, during periods when fixed-income markets were not performing well, they 

represented a lower percentage of the total portfolio’s market value than the target 

percentage in the Trust benchmark.  These allocation exposures contributed positively 
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to the Trust’s overall portfolio performance compared with the benchmark.  Actual 

allocation to any asset class may deviate from the policy target, but must remain within 

the policy target ranges set forth in the investment guidelines.  During fiscal year 2006, 

allocation to all asset classes remained within the approved policy target ranges.  When 

liquidations were required to fund RRA benefit obligations or expenses, assets were 

liquidated from the asset class most over-weighted relative to its target.   

 

 Summary:  The railroad retirement assets under the Trust’s management 

under-performed the overall benchmark during fiscal year 2006, net of investment 

management and related fees, by approximately 20 basis points, with an investment 

return of 9.8% compared with a benchmark return of 10.0%.  At fiscal year-end, the 

net asset value of assets overseen by the Trust totaled $29.4 billion, and the total value 

of railroad retirement system assets, including those held at the Treasury, was $30.6 

billion.   

Continued diversification away from indexation in most major asset classes 

resulted in retention of 17 new managers during the fiscal year.  At year end, 

approximately 40% of the Trust investments were actively managed in more than 55 

investment mandates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Trust’s Fiscal Year 2005 benchmark return was revised to 13.3% from 13.0%  
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2) Audit Committee 

 

The Audit Committee met quarterly during fiscal year 2006.  The Audit Committee 

provided oversight and monitoring of the fiscal year 2005 audit, and considered the 

Deloitte & Touche Audit Management Letter for the previous fiscal year.  With respect 

to recommendations contained in the Audit Management Letter, the Audit Committee 

hired a Senior Accounting Officer experienced in applying generally accepted accounting 

principles for investment companies.  In addition, the Trust selected a general ledger 

and financial reporting software provider to improve efficiency of operations and reduce 

the risk of manual error in the preparation of Trust financial statements.  Finally, the 

Trust staff developed proposed pricing policies and procedures to address recently 

issued FASB accounting requirements relating to fair value measurements.   These 

policies and procedures will be submitted to the Audit Committee for review and 

approval during fiscal year 2007.  

 During fiscal year 2006, the Audit Committee engaged Ernst & Young to perform 

an internal risk assessment of the Trust’s operations.  Ernst & Young issued its report 

which described the Trust’s key risks, the processes and controls in place to mitigate 

those risks, and observations of minor enhancements that could be made to strengthen 

the overall internal control structure of the Trust.  

 The Audit Committee engaged Deloitte & Touche to perform an interim audit of 

the Trust’s schedule of investments in securities, cash and cash equivalents as of 

December 31, 2005.  The completion of this audit as of the end of the calendar year 

was necessary in order for the RRB to file its annual Statement of Social Insurance.  

This will be an annual recurring incremental audit for the Trust in the future.  

  Finally, during the fiscal year, the Audit Committee provided oversight of the 

financial statement audit process in accordance with its fiduciary duty to the Trust.  The 

Trust issued its audited financial statements within 45 days of its fiscal year end, 

allowing the RRB to include the Trust’s net assets in its financial statements and meet 

its financial reporting deadline. 
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3) Internal Accounting and Administrative Controls 

 

During fiscal year 2006, the Trust’s staff continued to improve the system of internal 

accounting and administrative controls designed to ensure the safekeeping and proper 

accounting of investments, and the efficient operation of the Trust activities.  

Safekeeping: The Trust’s assets are held in safekeeping by its primary 

custodian, The Northern Trust Company (Northern Trust).  Assets represented by 

commingled funds are held with the custodian of each respective fund.  As the Trust 

moves from indexation to separately-managed accounts, the custody of those assets 

will be transferred from the sub-custodian to the Trust’s primary custodian. 

  Accounting: Northern Trust provides the Trust with a full accounting and 

performance record of all transactions involving Trust assets.  Reconciliations of the 

primary custodian records to the investment manager’s records are performed monthly.  

The Trust’s staff has established a process to review the monthly reconciliations to 

ensure that all transactions are recorded properly on the respective books.  Financial 

data from the custodian bank form the basis for the Trust’s various required reports and 

financial statements. 

The Trust hired a Senior Accounting Officer with nine years of experience in 

accounting for investment companies.  The Senior Accounting Officer has primary 

responsibility for ensuring the Trust’s financial statements are prepared in accordance 

with generally accepted accounting principles (“GAAP”), and ensuring that appropriate 

internal controls are in place and are operating effectively. 

Operations:  During fiscal year 2006, the Trust continued to enhance its 

accounting policies and procedures to address relevant authoritative accounting 

guidance.  The Trust also completed its search for a general ledger and financial 

reporting software platform.  This software will interface with the custodian’s 

accounting system and expedite the preparation of financial statements in a GAAP 

compliant format, eliminating the manual process now required.  The software will be 

implemented during fiscal year 2007. 
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